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Crimean War



Painting by Ivan Aivazovsky, source Wikipedia

Ninety ships, in ninety days



?





John Penn & trunk engine, source, Wikipedia



Photograph Wikipedia

Mass Production



It costs lots of money …



… and you need people



Lots of people



?





A brief history…







?



1989



?



March 1989 Tim Berners-Lee 
wrote his proposal for the Web 



1993



Mosaic browser was released



December 1995 
16 million users - 0.4%

Source IDC





December 1998 
147 million users - 4%

Source C.I. Almanac



1998 Web Standards Project



2003 this happens…



December 2003 
719 million users - 11%

Source Internet World Stats





2006





December 2006 
1,093 million users - 16.7%

Source Internet World Stats





Photograph by Anthony Delanoix





Photograph by Chris Brignola

happens…2007



Photograph  gratisography.com



December 2007 
1,574 million users - 23.5%

Source Internet World Stats



Ethan Marcotte 
“Responsive Web Design”



?



June 2015 
3,270 million users - 45%

Source Internet World Stats



What do we do?



1) Talk
2) Listen
3) Learn



PLAN



“Slow down to speed up!”
Susan Robertson





Visual Inventory







Dan Mall

“Every deliverable 
in a project should 

come with a 
conversation.” 

 



I like ebay.



Concept Concepts are a great way to help users connect 
with your brand. They can create distinction in a 
competitive market place, and even help to tell a 
story. Could you use concepts to help connect your 
users to Culture Republic’s brand? 

Structuring the functionality, content and design 
around a concept can help create a solid construct 
that ties the site together in a cohesive way.  

The following examples illustrate a range of 
concepts that drive successful sites.
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Another site that uses this same 
approach to great effect is the 
gov.uk website. Its design is 
defined by 7 guiding design 
principals‡. These have been 
used to determine all the design 
decisions and have created a user 
focused site. Could defining a set 
of design principals help in 
developing the Culture Republic’s 
site? 

https://www.gov.uk

‡ gov.uk design principals
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https://www.gov.uk
https://www.gov.uk/design-principles
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Colour Colours are important to a brand. Research shows 
that users can form impressions in as little as 50 
milliseconds.†  A well chosen colour scheme can 
help this speedy perception. Here are some colour 
schemes that may help in forming good 
impressions.
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† http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/4616700.stm

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/4616700.stm


A great concept goes a long way on the web and 
we could use it to help connect the users to the 
ScotRail brand. By structuring the functionality, 
content and design around a concept, we can 
create a solid construct that ties the site together in 
a really cohesive way. The following examples are 
some concepts that drive successful sites.
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The Idealists use bold accent 
colours to help users navigate and 
use the site. Could adding accent 
colours work for Culture 
Republic? 

http://www.theidealists.com
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http://www.artlinkedinburgh.co.uk


Tone What tone should your site present? Should it say 
something specific to your users?  Should it be 
flexible so that it can adapt to different thoughts 
and feelings?
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A great concept goes a long way on the web and 
we could use it to help connect the users to the 
ScotRail brand. By structuring the functionality, 
content and design around a concept, we can 
create a solid construct that ties the site together in 
a really cohesive way. The following examples are 
some concepts that drive successful sites.
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Primate’s site uses quirky 
animations and illustration to make 
the utility of the site more playful 
and fun. Could this be used on 
Culture Republic? Maybe for a 
particular section like team? Or the 
404 error page? 

http://primate.co.uk
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http://primate.co.uk


A great concept goes a long way on the web and 
we could use it to help connect the users to the 
ScotRail brand. By structuring the functionality, 
content and design around a concept, we can 
create a solid construct that ties the site together in 
a really cohesive way. The following examples are 
some concepts that drive successful sites.
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A great concept goes a long way on the web and 
we could use it to help connect the users to the 
ScotRail brand. By structuring the functionality, 
content and design around a concept, we can 
create a solid construct that ties the site together in 
a really cohesive way. The following examples are 
some concepts that drive successful sites.
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What things resonated well with you? 
As a recap, here are all of the things covered in this document: 
Concept 
Simple and clear messaging? Guiding design principles?  Human-centered narratives? Which stands out to 
you? Is there even a good case for using a mixture of these concepts to identify clear areas of the site? 

Colour 
Colourful in-page navigation? Bold saturated photography juxtaposed with high contrast text? Bold colour 
panels? Accent colours? Do we use the existing colour palette as is, or do we adapt and extend it? 

Tone  

Can the tone used in the copy and micro copy within the interface and informative texts help to convey a specific 
tone? Should it be adaptable to it’s users’ feelings? Should it be playful and fun? Or should it be a combination of 
these? Or does it need to be sophisticated but clear and to the point? 



Rosetta Stone

Source Wikipedia





User Stories



Photograph Death to Stock



The Image carousel



ACCESSibilty



1) I am… 
2) I want to…
3) So that I can…





Colour Blindness









Agile ideas



Design

Scoping

Build

Testing



Photograph Wikipedia



Big Bend National Park, United States, by Laurel Balyeat

Waterfall



Design

Scoping

Build

Testing
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Scoping

Build

Testing
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Build

Testing
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Scoping
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Testing



Agile

Photo from Deviantart, by Oniendra



It ’s complicated.



Photograph pexels.com

Traffic Lights









1) The most important. 

2) The nice to have.

3) Non-essential.



Photograph Death to Stock













1) Plan
2) Adapt
3) Share



E N D.



@benushersmith

Thank you!


